
Passively Safe

Why choose Ritherdon?

Ritherdon are continually looking at ways to improve  
our highways. With this range of passive safe products, 
Ritherdon are not only improving the highways but  
making them safer.

FREE consultation service -   
to help designers use the correct products, our team have been involved 
in schemes across Europe from design to implementation to make sure  
it’s correct and meets the standards

FREE site survey - so from start to finish you know it’s right

One stop shop - buy everything you need to allow a complete scheme 
to be built using one supplier

Guarantee - from a free replacement to a 10 year guarantee, we don’t 
think any other products in the marketplace come near to Ritherdons

Ritherdon’s Passively Safe Range of Products

TESTING – TRL carried out BS EN12767 at 35 and 100 kph. Poletechs 
pole plug was used to make the demo live. We also tested with 26kg 
of weight in the cabinet to allow for different equipment to be 
installed inside the cabinet. 

Electrical Isolation  
Electrical cables pose a problem for passively safe 
equipment in an impact. The National Annex to  
BS EN 12767 demands any electrical supply is isolated 
in an impact to prevent apparatus becoming electrically 
live. Also cables must pull away and not tether the 
cabinet in any impact.

Ritherdon with Poletech’s expertise in electrical 
isolation systems gained from supplying cabling 
systems to passively safe lighting columns and 
illuminated signs. The test cabinet was provided 
with 4 multicore cables to represent a typical cables 
arrangement. The cables were provided with moulded 
PolePlug IP 68 rated weatherproof plugs. The plugs 
separate at or below ground level when the cabinet  
is knocked forward during the impact.

Impact will also trigger a shock sensor mounted in the 
cabinet which then isolates the power supply at a relay 
safely sited away from the cabinet.
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RB460 460 260 1125* 405 x 930 Single

RB600 600 330 1125* 545 x 930 Single 

RB800 800 380 1125* 945 x 930 Single 

* 2˚ slope to back of cabinet; excluding plinth height of 300 mm
+ Doors seal against each other without the need for a vertical bar, therefore saving space.

Passive Cabinet Dimensions

Plywood Backboard mmMax Height mmDepth mmWidth mmCabinet No. of Doors 

EX STOCK –  
call us on 01254 819100 for 
stock availability

DELIVERY –  
we have our own vans to  
deliver when you need them

Passively Safe Cabinet

Why- on high speed roads and motorways over 
50 mph the chance of serious injury or death is 
increased when impacting roadside furniture. 
Passive safety over the last 5 years has grown in 
the UK and more locations are requiring passively 
safe products. One product missing was the 
roadside cabinet and so we developed a version 
with engineers and installers of roadside cabinets 
to meet their demands and requirements.

The car after a 100 kph 
crash test with the  
Ritherdon cabinet

The plinth and cables after the 
100 kph impact (the cables and 
underlying cast-in foundation 
unit are totally undamaged but 
the visible plinth is designed to 
be replaced)

The cabinet after the 100 kph 
impact showing the separated 
“PolePlugs”

Passively Safe Cabinet

For assistance, call our sales team on: 01254 819100  15

LOCK TYPE –  
should the standard tri-key cam 
lock not be suitable, please  
specify your lock type for  
Ritherdon to source and price

COLOUR –  
choice of colours dark green,  
light and dark grey, black and 
anti-graffiti powder coating, 
or can be left natural




